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ABSTRACT
Therapidly growingmarket for wirelesstechnologies (Body LAN,
cellular and WirelessLAN) in medical environments has led to a
criti cal need for effective cable replacement solutions. This will
enable widespread use of wirelessbody sensors, utili zing both an
effective transmission protocol as well as providing proper infras-
tructure support. One of the emerging solutions for the body net-
work is the ZigBeetechnology; primarily because it utili zes small
format, low-power, long battery li fe radios . It is generally used
for applications that can tolerate a low transmission rate, but de-
mand long battery li fe. An essential requirement of Body LANs
for patient care is to guarantee reliable service. In this respect,
ZigBeefaces severe interferenceproblemsin the presenceof vari-
ous 802.11 networks, and its viabilit y in the medical environment
is greatly diminished. This interference is caused by the fact that
ZigBeeshares channel spectrum with the 802.11 protocols. In this
paper, wefirst confirm the claimsthat ZigBeeisvulnerable to inter-
ference from 802.11. Then, we propose asolution for minimizing
interferencefrom 802.11 in ZigBeemedical sensors.
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1. INTRODUCTION
As the medical industry continues to develop new devices to as-
sist nurses and coaches to monitor the health of their patients, new
technologies have become an essential stepping stone to providing
the next level of care. One key innovation is the use of wireless
technologies. By using wireless technologies, medical organiza-
tions might be able to leverage theuse of additional sensors, which
provide deeper insight into apatient’s conditions [6]. Additionally,
wireless sensors may allow for placements that might have other-
wisebeen inconvenient, uncomfortable, or simply toocomplicated.
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Thesebenefits improve the level of care but also introducenew po-
tential issues. The potential exists that these devices will i nterfere
with one another and cause disruptions in service and reliabilit y.
An "intelli gent" method to deal with interference must be devel-
oped. This is especially important in an areawhere multipleproto-
cols coexist.

In the realm of medical sensing, it i s ideal to use a technology
which can be battery powered, lightweight, and does not require
frequent charging. For example, the most obvious application of
wirelesstechnology in amedical situationmight be awirelessECG
[4]. The LifeSync wireless ECG system uses several Bluetooth
sensors placed around the body. LifeSync argues that a wireless
ECG would provide not only easier use of an ECG, but also would
avoid potential bacteria that resideon traditional ECG wires. In or-
der for a protocol to satisfy these medical applications, it must be
low power, highly portable, affordable, and reliable. The two most
obvious choices for these technologies would beZigBee and Blue-
tooth. Bluetooth, however, is more expensivethan ZigBee, requires
more battery power, and isbetter suited to situations in which con-
nections are persistent, rather than short quick bursts in spread out
timeintervals [7]. Therefore, Bluetooth doesnot suit these typesof
applications as well as the ZigBeeprotocol.

The ZigBeeprotocol shares radio spectrum with the 802.11 wire-
lessnetworking protocol [5]. This means that in the presenceof an
802.11transmission, aZigBeetransmissioncould potentially bein-
terfered with, or blocked altogether. In order for an issue to arise, it
would be necessary for one of two conditions to happen. Firstly, it
would be necessary for a high concentration of ZigBee and 802.11
devices to be within close proximity of each other, sending data at
moderate rates. Another possibilit y would be asmaller number of
devices, all t ransmitting at near-maximum rates of speed. Clearly,
if a large number of devices were all t ransmitting at a high rate of
speed, this could also cause aproblem. This could be asignificant
problem in the medical setting, since there may be a large num-
ber of patients within close proximity of one another, especially
if they are in transmission range of each other. The likelihood of
this being a problem will be increased by the presence of 802.11
routers, which may serve actual medical purposes, or simply pro-
vide patients and visitors a connection to the internet. An example
of what such a layout might look like is shown in Figure 1. Over
time, the number of devices on these networks could rise quickly.
While ahospital may start with the use of a wirelessECG device,
they might later extend that to using sensors for situational aware-
ness, or even tracking the whereabouts of a patient. The presence
of 802.11 is particularly concerning, because it has a transmission
power 30timeslarger than ZigBee’s, andan intensity 4 timeslarger
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Figure 1: Sample layout of a hospital, showing sensors used for situational awareness, 802.11 networks, and medical devices. The
number of potential par ticipants ishigh.

[11].

In saying this, the potential for 802.11 to overpower a neighboring
ZigBee transmission could be high. In addition, the CSMA/CA
schemes implemented by 802.11 do not recognizethe transmission
efforts of ZigBeedevices, meaning the ZigBeedevices would be
ignored if their transmission attempts were detected by the 802.11
devices.

ZigBeeisaspecification for awireless standard based onthe IEEE
802.15.4 standard [2]. Since it is based on the 802.15.4 standard,
ZigBeeis susceptibleto many of thesameproblemsasthe802.15.4
standard [12]. It has been claimed that ZigBeewill facesevere in-
terferenceissuesin thepresenceof numerous802.11 networks, and
that its viabilit y in such an environment will be greatly diminished
[5]. Thosewhoallegethat ZigBeewill faceinterferenceissues state
that ZigBeeuses channels that overlap with 802.11, and will face
at least interference, if not 100% packet lossfrom competing net-
works. However, the ZigBeeAlli ancehas published a white paper
refuting these claims and stating that while the channels do over-
lap, the nature of ZigBee’s transmission protocols prevent 802.11
from interfering with ZigBeetransmissions [3]. In theory, because
ZigBeetransmissionsareshort in nature, andinfrequent, it i spossi-
ble that 802.11 traffic may leave alarge enoughtime interval open
in its transmissions to allow for successful ZigBeetransmissions.
This paper seeks to establish that the claimsthat ZigBeeis vulner-
able to interference are accurate, and to propose several potential
solutions to the interference problem ZigBeefaces. The solutions
presented will offer a few ways in which the interferenceproblem
can be dealt with, and show the results of the implemented solu-
tions.

2. RELATED WORK
As stated, there has been previous work in trying to determine
whether or not there is a genuine interference problem between
ZigBee and 802.11. Figure 2 is a diagram showing where their
communication channels overlap [5].

In figure2, ZigBeeis theprotocol on top, and 802.11 on bottom. It
can beplainly seen that theseprotocols overlap each other, and this
can most definitely lead to interference. TheCrossbow groupeval-
uated ZigBee performance in an environment where the ZigBee
and 802.11 channels overlapped. They were able to demonstrate
that in this scenario, a detectable amount of packet losswas found.
Their work showed that ZigBeemight experience packet lossup
to 5%. We would like to seeif something more significant can be
shown. In addition to the work done by Crossbow, an organiza-

tion called the Z-Wave Alli ance has also done prior research into
this topic [3]. The summary of their findings was that in specific
scenarios, they were able to completely prevent ZigBeefrom trans-
mittingany data at all . They also foundthat if aZigBeedevicewas
physically located onthe same pieceof hardware as an 802.11 de-
vice, theZigBeedevicewould never be ableto transmit its message
if the 802.11 devicewas transmitting. We were able to get around
this by staggering the transmission times of both protocols so that
they would not transmit simultaneously; this isexplained in greater
detail l ater on. Thirdly, Musaloui-E et al found that ZigBee and
802.11 experienced interference rates of up to 58% when baselin-
ing the potential interferencefaced by ZigBeein their work. There
has been some controversy regarding whether or not interference
is a legitimate interference problem between 802.11 and ZigBee
[9]. The majority of papers which have documented the scenario
havesuggested that an interferenceproblem exists, and our findings
agree.

Additionally, Musaloui-E et al performed work in experimenting
with the use of channel hopping to avoid interference. Their work
was able to successfully reduceinterferencefrom 802.11 networks
from as great as 58% to less than 1%. However, their approach
requires that there are unoccupied wirelesschannels which can be
utili zed. For our work, in a hospital setting, it i s quite possible
that there may be alarge number of networks and that all available
channels could currently be occupied. As stated by Musaloui-E et
al, there exist two channels which can be utili zed by ZigBee, but
not by 802.11. However, they also stated that these channelsarepo-
tentially occupied by 802.11 in Asia, andtherefore cannot berelied
upon. Our method of resolving the interferenceissue is to directly
reduce the traffic generated by the 802.11 devices. This approach
makes more sense for a medical network setting; however, it also
requiresamore complicated hardwaresolution, andthe availabilit y
of an intermediate hybrid device.

In Omaha, Midwest Surgical Hospital recently incorporated an 802.11
network into their infrastructure. They foundthat even using 802.11
devices with standard medical equipment was a difficult task. In
some cases, very slight timing issues can cause significant prob-
lems. Incorporating a ZigBeenetwork will add an additional layer
of complexity, and interferencebetween the different types of net-
work will need to be resolved [10].

Finally, a technology called Wibree is currently being developed
by Nokia [8]. Thistechnology isa low power version of Bluetooth,
which does not facethe significant interferenceissues that ZigBee
does. By adapting the Bluetooth standard to a lower power device
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Figure2: IEEE802.15.4 and IEEE802.11 Channels

designed to transmit small amount of data infrequently, the way
ZigBeedoes, allows for Bluetooth to largely replacethe need for a
protocol li keZigBee. Another benefit to Wibreewould be thebuilt
in frequency hopping methodology used by Bluetooth. This might
be an excellent solution when it arrives, but is currently not ready
for the market.

3. WIRELESSPROTOCOLS
ZigBeewas developed and is supported by a groupcalled the Zig-
beeAlli ance [2]. This group is composed of notable members in
industry, including Honeywell , Motorola, Phili ps, Siemens, Sam-
sung, Mitsubishi, and Texas Instruments. The ZigBeestandard is
currently considered complete, and the last revision was released
in 2006. Current applications for ZigBee include: heating con-
trols, HVAC control, lightingcontrol, automatic meter reading, de-
mand response, environmental controls, home security, and medi-
cal sensing/monitoring. ZigBeefeatures throughput of 250Kbps at
2.4GHz, with 16channels available to it, and 40Kbps at 915MHz,
with 10 channels available at that frequency. ZigBee is capable
of transmitting data over distances of up to 100 meters. ZigBee
sports a small footprint, requiring as littl e as 4 kilobytes of system
resources, and up to 32 kilobytes. This compares to the 802.11
standard which requires over 1 megabyte. ZigBeeis also designed
to support a battery li fe of up to 1000 days based onits low-power
design. ZigBeeisalso very scalable, supporting upto 64,000 nodes
under a single coordinator. These coordinators may be linked to-
gether to create even larger networks. These factors make ZigBee
an extremely attractive option for users who wish to create simple
devices to sense or monitor conditions wirelessly.

The 802.11 standard was developed by the IEEE LAN/MAN stan-
dards committeeto support wirelessnetworks [1]. It is a family of
sub-standards that is composed of several modulation techniques
which use the same basic protocols. The primary sub-standards
include a, b, g, and n. In fact, there are sub-standards that uti-

li ze every letter from a-z (excepting x), but these 4 are the most
widely used. Theinterveningstandards in between wereoften used
to modify security protocol, international differences, or specific
applications. For example, 802.11pwas designated for the WAVE
standard, which stands for WirelessAccessfor the Vehicular En-
vironment. The a, b, g, and n revisions represented significant
changes in technologyand user functionality. 802.11awasreleased
in October of 1999, operated at the5GHz frequency range, andsup-
ported a data rate of 54 Mbps. It had a range of 35m, which was
effectively shorter than other protocols using the 2.4GHz range.
802.11autili zed OFDM to obtain ahigher overall throughput when
compared to other standards of its time. 802.11b was released at
the same time as 802.11a, and carried a maximum throughput of
11Mbps, with a range of 38m in the 2.4GHz spectrum. This stan-
dard was offered at a lower price than 802.11a, and became the
defacto wireless standard of its time. Operating in the 2.4GHz
range came with its own issues, since the protocol frequently ex-
perienced interference from objects which included Bluetooth de-
vices, microwaves, and cordlesstelephones. It was later, in 2003,
when 802.11g was released. 802.11g was backwards compatible
with 802.11b. It operated in the same 2.4GHz spectrum, but used
OFDM (like 802.11a) to increase its theoretical bandwidth peak to
54Mbps. Due to 802.11g being backwards compatible to 802.11b,
an 802.11g network was susceptible to poor performance when-
ever an 802.11b device signed onto the network. It has been esti-
mated that 802.11g networks encountered aperformancereduction
of 21% whenever an 802.11b devicewasamember of thenetwork.
Lastly, the 802.11nstandard was developed, but not finalized. The
802.11n standard utili zed MIMO (multiple in, multiple out) along
with a slew of new features. 802.11n networks are capable of op-
erating at both 5GHz and 2.4GHz ranges, and can reach speeds of
up to 108Mbps. Range supported by this draft specification dou-
bles that of previous wireless standards, at 70m. Each of these
protocols uses the 2.4GHz ISM band. Since ZigBee operates in
thisband, wewill only discussthe2.4GHz band, and not the5GHz
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band. Each band is divided into channels, 13 in most countries,
or 14 in Japan. Each channel is spaced 5MHz apart, and each has
a width of 22MHz. The channels which may be used once var-
ied from country to country, however, all channels can be used in
the vast majority of countries now. Due to signal attenuation, only
every 4th or 5th channel may be used simultaneously. This may sig-
nificantly reduce the number of channels which may be used in a
network without experiencing interference.

In general, interference in wirelessnetworks occurs when an ob-
ject exists in the environment that is physically interferingwith the
signal, or when there is a device transmitting its own data which
interferes with the signal. Environmental interference has no dif-
ferent effect upon ZigBee in the presence of an 802.11 network,
thoughanother devicemight. There have been many schemes de-
vised to reducethe chanceof device interferencehappening, rang-
ing from direct-sequence spread spectrum (DSSS), time sharing,
CSMA, and utili zing different channels. Despite these advances,
interference is still an issue when two devices attempt to transmit
data at the same time. This is especially true when these devices
use different protocols. This happens because many devices share
similar frequencies, such as the 2.4 GHz ISM band, and each stan-
dard proposes a different way to mitigate interference and colli -
sions. ZigBeesupports 16channels; however, 15 of these channels
overlap with channels used by 802.11. As stated above, in 802.11
networks, 802.11 devices may experience interference from one
another if they operate within 4 channels of one another in close
proximity. With ZigBeeutili zing these same channels, it i s highly
likely that ZigBeedevices will faceinterference from 802.11 de-
vices. In theory, since ZigBee transmits data in short bursts, it
could be possible for a small ZigBee network to subsist on this
sole channel which isnot used by 802.11 [12]. However, this isnot
to say that other types of networks might not also use this chan-
nel, such as Bluetooth. In addition, when a large ZigBeenetwork
is present, it may become necessary for ZigBeedevices to use dif-
ferent channels. There also exists the possibilit y of a large number
of small ZigBeenetworks tied together throughtheir coordinators.
Essentially, it i s still i mportant to determine whether or not Zig-
Bee’s interferencemodel is strongenoughto deal with any type of
interference that may exist in its environment. However, because
ZigBeeuses such small ti me frames to transmit data, and it does
not require alarge window of time frequently, it can be reasoned
that ZigBeewill only have trouble when there is a heavy amount
of traffic on a channel. As it currently stands, only 802.11 devices
would sustain a data transmission with both the power and dura-
tion to realistically interfere with a ZigBeedevice for a prolonged
period of time.

In order to determine the effect of an 802.11 network on a Zig-
Beenetwork, it wasnecessary to setupan experiment which would
test ZigBee’s viabilit y in the face of interference. For this ex-
periment, an 802.11 ad-hoc network was setup between two lap-
tops. These laptops transmitted data at rates between 300KBps to
1MBps, which represent light congestionto heavy congestion. Sec-
ondly, two ZigBeedevices were setup and programmed to trans-
mit at a rate of 500 Bps (a realistic real-world transmission rate).
Both protocols were set to use the same channel so that colli sions
would be caused by simultaneous transmissions. However, in the
real world, since802.11 channels share some overlapping regions,
it would be possible that even adjacent channels would generate
some interference. However, regardlessof whether the interference
is caused by an adjacent channel or the current channel, the impor-
tant factor is that interferenceis caused.

The first scenario that was tested was with two ZigBee devices
transmitting at 500Bps with no 802.11 interference. In this sce-
nario, no detectable interferenceor packet losswas encountered.

The next scenario would be to repeat the previous scenario, but
with two 802.11 devicestransmittingat thesametime. Thiscreated
the scenario in which 802.11 devices would theoretically interfere
with ZigBeetransmissions. When the 802.11 devices transmitted
at 1MBps, the ZigBee devices experienced an 80% packet loss.
However, when the transmission ratewasreduced to 300KBps, the
ZigBeedevices experienced a 20% packet loss. This experiment
showed that without a doubt, ZigBeewas vulnerable to interfer-
encefrom 802.11, and that its colli sion avoidanceschemes are not
advanced enoughto avoid packet lossin a highly congested envi-
ronment.

4. PROPOSED SOLUTION
First, our work will show that the interference problem exists be-
tween 802.11 and ZigBee. We propose to do this by setting up
an 802.11 network that will be transmitting data at a high rate of
speed, so that it fully occupies the channel. Next, we will setup
a pair of ZigBeetransmitters to show that the ZigBeedevices are
interfered with indefinitely. Finally, we will attempt to resolve the
interferenceproblem.

The most difficult issue when trying to remedy the interference
problem between ZigBee and 802.11 is due to the differences in
their physical layers. ZigBeedevices and 802.11 devices commu-
nicatewith different modulation, slightly different frequencies, and
different typesof packets, with different headersand packet shapes.
One standard cannot communicate with the other without signifi-
cant modification to the underlying hardware. It is for this reason
that ZigBee cannot issue apacket to the 802.11 devices indicating
that it wishesto transmit data. Wepropose asolutionwhich utili zes
a hardware setup that includes both ZigBee and 802.11 transmit-
ters. This will allow us to transmit both 802.11 and ZigBeemes-
sages. This hybrid device would be able to coordinate messages
between 802.11and ZigBee andact asamediator between thepro-
tocols, thereby solving the more difficult aspect of the problem.

There are two primary ways for this hybrid deviceto intervene be-
tween 802.11and ZigBee. Thefirst methodwould beto transmit an
802.11 packet indicating that this packet would have an unusually
long duration (perhaps 64msor so), permitting ZigBeeto transmit
during this period in which other 802.11 devices will "sleep." The
second method would be the use of RTS (Request to Send)/CTS
(Clear to Send) messages to clear 802.11 traffic. This ideaworks
on the theory that sending out aCTSmessage will block all 802.11
devices from transmitting for a specified period of time. The goal
of both of these solutions is to temporarily block out 802.11 mes-
sages for a window of time large enoughthat ZigBeedevices can
successfully transmit their messages, thereby resolving the inter-
ference issue. If 802.11 traffic can be blocked for short periods of
time which are longenoughfor ZigBeedevices to transmit, then it
will be possible to develop a market solution that will alleviate the
contention issues between ZigBee and 802.11.

Our experiment will focus primarily around the second solution.
Thefirst solutionmentioned would not beviableonmost networks,
requires an abuse of the 802.11 protocol, and is not guaranteed to
work. In our work, we found the 802.11 devices completely ig-
nored the rogue packets. The second solution will be able to pre-
vent 802.11 devices from sending messages. It is important to
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note that typically, Windows devices themselves do not use the
RTS/CTS scheme, but that they will still respect the rules set by
this scheme. By developing a solutionwhich will directly interfere
with the802.11 protocol’sabilit y to transmit messages, this scheme
is inherently unfair to 802.11. However, this unfairness should not
be asignificant issue, as ZigBeetransmissions are typically very
small , very short, and need only asmall window of timeto perform
its task. It is also assumed that the nature of ZigBeedevices is to
transmit small amounts of data infrequently, rather than to transmit
a large quantity of data over a short period of time. Lastly, it i s
assumed that ZigBeedevicemessages may be li fe threatening, and
that 802.11 traffic will not be. This means that this solution will
most likely not be a significant detriment to the performance of
802.11. However, in order to guaranteethat 802.11 is never com-
pletely shut down, it i s possible to devise asolution which limits
ZigBee’s channel occupancy rate. This way, if the channel occu-
pancy is ever too high, ZigBee can back off and allow 802.11 to
transmit, so that the channel can be fairly shared between the two
protocols.

5. IMPLEMENTATION
In order to implement our first proposed solution as described, it
is necessary to be able to craft our own 802.11 frames and trans-
mit these packets in a way that is ordinarily not allowed by the
network stack. Most modern 802.11 network cards do not permit
such promiscuous actions and only allow certain type of frames to
be transmitted due to security issues. Crafting packets is consid-
ered a security threat and as such is not supported by most modern
802.11 network cards. As such, we had to use an older network
card based ontheAtheroschip which allowed such activity. On the
softwareside, in order to support packet injection, weused theLor-
con framework to be able to craft our own packets and then inject
these custom packets to the 802.11 network card to be transmit-
ted. Thesecond proposed solutionwould use the samebasic setup,
only it would not be necessary to craft invalid packets. Early on,
we discovered that falsely declaring the sizeof a packet and hop-
ing that 802.11 devices would remain silent for the duration of the
supposed packet’s length was an unviable solution. This was be-
cause the other 802.11 devices would simply detect that the chan-
nel wasnot in use, andthesedevices in turn would simply continue
with their transmissions without interference. Uponexperimenting
with the CTS packets, we discovered that the behavior of 802.11
traffic with respect to CTS messages was exactly as was desired.
It was originally thought that Windows devices might ignore the
CTSmessages; beingable to effectively jam them makes this solu-
tion viable. However, one key limitation is that transmitting CTS
packets ispossible in Linux, but not in Windows, despite Windows
devices respecting the rights of the CTS packets. In a hybrid so-
lution, this should be anon-issue. Knowing that 802.11 devices
would indeed back off after receiving these CTS packets, we then
moved onto developing our proposed solutions. We then decided
to develop two types of solutions, one of these would periodically
jam 802.11, andseeif ZigBeewould be able to fit its messages into
the empty time frames. Thesecondsolutionwould be to transmit a
CTSmessagedirectly before aZigBeemessage, and verify that the
ZigBeemessage has a high delivery rate.

For the first proposed solution involving the periodic blocker, the
periodic blocker would simply transmit these CTS packets period-
ically with a lockout of 32 ms. We decided to use 32 ms because
it provides a window of time which is large enoughfor a ZigBee
transmission to be sent, while minimizing the impact on 802.11.
In addition, it was observed that CTS messages with exception-

Figure3: Experiment Setup

ally high delay values (i.e. 65536ms) would simply be ignored
or dropped by the target recipients. In addition, we sent these
messages sporadically in the hopes of ZigBeedevices being able
to latch onto small periods of open windows during which they
would be able to transmit packets interference free. This first im-
plementation was created to ensure that blocking 802.11 packets
could present some reasonable improvements to the transmission
of ZigBeedata. Our secondsolutionwas more controlled, and thus
a much more in-depth solution had to be developed. We first cre-
ated a ZigBee application that would transmit packets, which was
then coupled with the 802.11 interference tool so that the ZigBee
transmitter would then issue aCTSmessage followed by a ZigBee
transmission. TheCTSmessagewould request adelay of 32ms, as
before, with the obvious advantage this time that the ZigBeemes-
sagewould be coordinated with itsCTSinterferencemessage. This
should guarantee ahighly accurate packet delivery ratio.

6. EXPERIMENTS
We conducted our experiments in a real world environment. It is
more practical to observe real world behavior of wireless proto-
cols rather than observing resultsobtained from simulation. Actual
simulationalso allowed us to observe behavior caused by the envi-
ronment. We used a setup where the ZigBeedevices were spaced
5 meters apart and the WiFi interferers were placed in between the
ZigBeedevicesas shown in Figure3. Thisexperiment setupshould
create asituation in which the maximum amount of interference
should occur between the ZigBee and 802.11 devices. This was
done to demonstrate the maximum possible 802.11 interference.

Next, wemeasured the interferencebetween the ZigBeedevices in
the presenceof minimal to no 802.11 traffic. The barometer of in-
terferencethat weused was the percentage of packets lost between
the ZigBeedevices. In the presenceof minimal to noWiFi traffic,
we observed 0% packet loss.

We then observed the interference between the ZigBeedevices in
the presenceof heavy 802.11 traffic. To produce the 802.11 inter-
ference, weused two laptops with 802.11 network cards connected
via an accesspoint in an infrastructure-based WLAN. Our source
802.11 interferer would send 802.11 datapackets to another 802.11
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device via a UDP connection. The source interferer would send
500 Byte data packets every 666 µs for a total of around 750000
Bytes/second, equal to 6 Mbps. With this setup, we observed a
56% packet loss. Furthermore, we repeated the same experiment,
but in the presence of an ad-hoc network where the 802.11 inter-
ferers were connected to each other directly, without the use of a
router. In this setup, we observed a 33% packet loss. Figure 4
shows a sample timeline of the difficulty that might be faced by a
ZigBeedevice. Thoughexperiment results were not as clear-cut,
the point is ill ustrated accurately.

Figure 4: Timeline showing ZigBeedevices unable to find an
open timeslot to utili ze.

In theory, if an 802.11 deviceissued anonstop stream of CTSmes-
sages, no other 802.11 device on that network would attempt to
send any messages. This is shown in figure 5. By proving that
802.11 could be locked out with CTS messages, we foundthat we
had the framework for buildinga practical interferencedevice.

Figure5: CTS interferer locking out 802.11 transmissions

Next, weneeded to test our periodic blockingsolution, which trans-
mits a CTS packet randomly in a set time interval. To test our
periodic blocking solution, werepeated the experiment in thepres-
enceof heavy 802.11traffic, but with our periodic blocker injecting
CTS packets at a set interval. With the periodic blocking solution,
we observed only a 2.5% packet losswhen the 802.11 interferers
were connected via an accesspoint and only an 18% packet loss
when the 802.11 interferers were directly connected via an ad-hoc
network.

Figure 6: Periodic CTS messages can help or hur t the odds of
a packet being transmitted successfully.

Unfortunately when we conducted additional experiments with our
periodic blockingsolution, wenoticed that in thepresenceof medium
802.11 interference, the periodic blocking solution would actually
increasethepacket lossratebetween theZigBeedevices. As shown
in Figure 6, the randomly timed packets would colli de with each
other. Sometimes, the result was desirable. Other times, it might
increase the interference faced. When the source 802.11 device

Table 1: Interference caused by Periodic Blocking
WIFI WIFI + WIFI WIFI +

Jammer Jammer
Send Rate (packets/sec) 2000 2000 600 600
% of packets lost 87% 40% 17% 35%

sends around 2.56 Mbps of data to the destination device, we no-
ticed only a 17% packet loss. However, when we activate our pe-
riodic blocking solution, we noticed the ZigBee packet loss rate
increases from 17% to 35%. The results from this experiment can
be seen in Table1.

Based uponthese results, it became clear that a more refined so-
lution would be necessary. We then devised a controlled blocking
mechanism that would only send a CTS message just before the
ZigBeedevices sent out a transmission. This required direct mod-
ification of the ZigBee protocol instructing it to transmit a CTS
packet prior to itsown transmission. Thischange could bebuilt i nto
ZigBeedriver software, running onthe assumption that theZigBee
device in question will also have accessto an 802.11 device. For
actual implementation purposes, it would be possible to detect the
presenceof an 802.11 deviceprior to decidingwhether or not to uti-
li ze the CTS blocking code. By submitting the CTS packets only
before aZigBeedevicewas about to communicate, the controlled
blocker would never accidentally interfere with outgoing ZigBee
transmissions. With the controlled blockingsolution, wewere able
to receive theoverwhelmingmajority of thesepackets under heavy
802.11 interference from a infrastructure-based WLAN, showing
lessthan 3% packet loss. In the presence of heavy traffic from an
ad-hoc WLAN, we observed only a 14% packet loss. However,
more importantly, with the controlled blocking solution wedid not
observe thesame increasein packet lossin thepresenceof medium
802.11 traffic. Figure 8 displays the results from the final experi-
ment using the controlled CTSblockingmechanism. The expected
ordering of packet transmissions is shown in figure 7. This figure
shows that we obtain the result we desire.

Figure7: Intelli gently timed CTS packetsreducethe error r ate
significantly.

7. ANALYSIS
The first experiment was conducted to determine whether or not
802.11 traffic presented agenuine interferenceproblem for ZigBee
devices. Theresultsobtained from that experiment showed that de-
pending uponthenetwork setup, ZigBeedevices would potentially
seebetween 33%-56% packet loss. This experiment showed that
in thepresenceof two 802.11 devices, lossrates could easily reach
50%. In our experiments, due to some implementation issues, we
wereonly able to achieve 6Mbpswith our 802.11 devices. It is rea-
sonable to conclude that 802.11 traffic can adversely affect theper-
formance of ZigBeedevices. We observed that with more 802.11
traffic, it becamemore andmoredifficult for ZigBeedevicesto cor-
rectly sendamessage acrossthenetwork. With the assumption that
our 802.11 devices might eventually be able to speed upto 56Mbps
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Figure8: Experiment Resultswith Proposed Solutions

or higher, without a doubt ZigBeedevices could be significantly
hampered. It is currently assumed that in the presenceof multiple
networks and a larger number of devices, the interferenceproblem
might completely prevent ZigBeedevices from sending any data.

The next experiment sought to show that it might be possible for
a CTS inducing device to temporarily lock out 802.11 devices and
allow ZigBeedevices to transmit. What happened was that in the
presence of heavy 802.11 traffic, the CTS interferer was able to
temporarily lock out 802.11 transmissions for a short period of
time. In doing so, by chance, some of the ZigBeetransmissions
were able to arrive at their destinationsas intended. Thisof course,
relied on the hope that the CTS interferer would block transmis-
sions at precisely the right moments before aZigBeedevicewould
attempt atransmission. The endresult wasthat overall , thenumber
of packets that were lost were reduced significantly. Experimental
results showed that the percentage of packets lost when activating
theCTSinterferer at ahigh data ratewent from 84% lossto a com-
paratively low 40%. While the interference rate was successfully
halved, it i s still questionable whether or not asuccessful transmis-
sion rate of 60% is acceptable. Additionally, it was also shown in
thesecondexperiment setup that lower levelsof 802.11 traffic may
cause the interferer to cause my interference than the 802.11 traf-
fic itself. The reason for this is clear, the CTS interferer itself is
sending an 802.11 packet, which might themselves interfere with
ZigBeedevices. If the802.11 traffic isalready sparsely distributed,
and further transmissionsby theCTSinterferer are also evenly dis-
tributed, the overall result is higher channel use by 802.11 mes-
sages. This means that overall , more time slots are allocated to
802.11 transmissions, when they could’ve been allocated to a Zig-
Beetransmission. What may likely behappening is that the802.11
devices are not transmitting often enoughto be interrupted by the
CTSinterferer, thus makingtheinterferer not only ineffective, but a
hinderanceto ZigBeedevices. Acknowledging thisproblem shows
that solving the ZigBeeinterferenceproblem cannot be done sim-
ply, or by brute force, and that the solution implemented for our
third experiment was necessary.

Our third and final experiment was the implementation of a Zig-

Beedevice with an integrated CTS blocker. This implementation
included a short CTS message just before every ZigBeetransmis-
sion. In this case, regardlessof the level of 802.11 traffic, interfer-
encewas seen to dropsignificantly, as low as3%. (in an infrastruc-
turebased 802.11setup) With an ad-hoc network, interferencerates
were aslow as14%, in comparisonto thebaselineof 33%. Thistest
case showed significant improvement, and would likely work as a
viablesolutionto the interferenceproblem encountered by ZigBee.
This solution worked well because it induced 802.11 delays only
when absolutely necessary, and timed each delay so that they came
only before aZigBeetransmission. The result is that a solution to
the problem encountered in the second experiment: regardlessof
the level of 802.11 interference, thisZigBeeinterferencetool never
increases the rate of packet loss experienced by ZigBee devices.
However, this approach has a disadvantage, being that it requires
an 802.11 transmitter on-board the ZigBeedevice. In many cases
for medical applications, this can be prohibitively expensive, and
negate many of the benefits of using ZigBee.

Thus, while both solutions reliably reduce the amount of interfer-
ence caused by 802.11 devices, there are major complications in
the applications of these two implementations. The advantage of
using the periodic blocker is that it can be used in an external third
party device. In theory, a third party devicemight be able to detect
intervals which ZigBeedevices might be using to transmit, in or-
der to reducetherandomnessof the intervals in which it distributes
CTSmessages. Additionally, athird party device could below cost,
effective, and may be able to support several ZigBeedevices. Un-
fortunately, in some cases, the periodic blocker will currently add
to the interference in ZigBeenetworks and inadvertently interfere
with ZigBeetransmissions causingadditional packet loss. Further-
more, the periodic blocker is not friendly to the 802.11 protocol
and will i ndiscriminately interfere with 802.11 transmissions. The
controlled blocking solution however resolves the problem of in-
terfering randomly with 802.11, as well as the issue with lowered
transmission rates when 802.11 is not transmitting at high rates.
Assuming that ZigBeedevices will need to transmit infrequently
and in short bursts, the 802.11 devices will not experience asig-
nificant amount of interference. ZigBeedevices, however, will ex-
perience asignificant increase in the reliabilit y of their messages.
Unfortunately, since this requires a hybrid ZigBee/802.11 device,
the negation of ZigBeebenefits might make this solution impracti-
cal.

8. FUTURE WORK
The experiments performed show that it i s possible to successfully
block 802.11 devices from interfering with ZigBeedevices. How-
ever, placing an 802.11 transmission chip could significantly af-
fect the size, performance, and cost of any ZigBee device, and
would in fact negate the benefits which ZigBeeprovides. A pos-
sible workaround would be to implement a third party gateway,
which itself will contain an 802.11 chip and ZigBee transmitter,
but could serve multiple ZigBeedevices. For example, this device
might take registrations from ZigBeedevices, and form a sched-
uled time interval for devicetransmissions, much like is done with
Bluetooth. Another methodmight be to passively determine when
aZigBeedeviceisattempting to send data, and determine itstrans-
missionintervalsbased onthat passivedata. Theformer ideawould
provide for a more precise device, which would in theory, provide
802.11 interference exactly when it is needed. However, it would
also require additional overhead, since this device would also re-
quire tight coordination between the gateway and the ZigBeede-
vice. The latter idea is ad-hoc in nature, but depends upon the
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gateway’s ability to detect the attempted ZigBeetransmissions ev-
erytime they are desired. Further work is necessary to seeif it i s
possible to create such a devicethat can support the tight coupling
necessary to transmit ZigBeemessages in the presence of 802.11
interference.

9. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we were able to definitively show that it i s possible
for traffic from an 802.11 protocol to effectively prevent ZigBee
from transmitting data. In a medical device, this can be especially
important, since many medical applications can mean the differ-
encebetween li fe and death. For example, if ZigBeewas used on
a remote ECG, to remove the necessity of wires hanging from the
patient’s body, this information would need to be transmitted to a
receiver in real time. It would not be acceptable to wait for an
802.11 transmitter to finish its transmissions, so there is a need for
immediate transmission. In addition to being able to confirm that
802.11can interferewith ZigBee, wewere able to demonstrate that
the RTS/CTS scheme we devised was sufficient to block 802.11
traffic.

Finally, we combined the RTS/CTSjammer with an actual ZigBee
transmitter, and showed that it was possible to couple their timing
tightly enoughso that 802.11 could be blocked in the exact space
of time needed to send out a ZigBee transmission. The ZigBee
device modification we made allowed our ZigBeedevice to suc-
cessfully transmit data in the presence of significant 802.11 inter-
ference. In addition to being able to transmit our ZigBeedata, we
also preserved somesenseof fairness, by not significantly affecting
the throughput of the802.11 devices. This methodisonly partially
fair, since in this scheme, ZigBeedevices are given transmission
priority every time. The reason 802.11 traffic is not being signif-
icantly affected is because the size of ZigBee’s transmissions are
small , and the interruptions in 802.11 traffic are small , providing
just as much time as ZigBeeneeds.
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